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Solidify basic language skills—General Horse 
Speak fundamentals, plus new discoveries.

Observe the horse’s environment and movement 
signals—The “Chessboard of Life” and how horses 
negotiate it.

Know the Buttons and what they do—The 15 com-
munication centers on the horse’s body, plus new 
connections and Conversations.

Understand herd dynamics and your horse’s type—
Personality and energy types to assist you in un-
derstanding the role your horse is playing in his 
daily interactions. 

Explore the circular nature of horse Conversations—
How the Four Gs and IINN help you remember 
where you are in a Conversation with your horse. 

Start the Conversation outside the box—Safe and 
effective ways to initiate connection and source 
breakthroughs from a distance and in environ-
ments other than arenas.

Invite the horse to come with you—Best practices 
for haltering, leading, and backing up in hand so 
it is less challenging and a more rewarding experi-
ence for both you and your horse.

Advance your body language at liberty and on the 
longe line—Keys to developing the rapport we 
desire with a horse by understanding his balances 
and imbalances on the ground.

Ride with a new perspective—Take all that you have 
learned about communicating with the horse on the 
ground and bring it to your shared experience in  
the saddle. 

THE MOST COMPLETE GUIDE TO HORSE SPEAK® EVER
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2:  Observing the Horse’s Environment and Movement Signals   |   95       

Entering Your Horse’s Chessboard

Begin by familiarizing yourself with your horse’s Chessboard:

1  Make a list of all the items and other players that you find within the space in 
which your horse lives. Everything you can see they can see plays a role in the 
game—not just the stall but all the things around the stall, the aisle that you walk 
down, the rack of pitch forks, the wash stall, the tree at the end of the pasture, 
and the goats next door. Take all of this into consideration.

2  While spending time with your horse, whether you have him on a lead line or you 
are visiting out in the field, begin to notice if there are certain places where your 
horse may be giving you a Red Light and going into X posture, or a Green Light and 
an O posture. Try to see what may have caused the change in the horse’s state and 
how his body is positioned to the object—for example, whether the horse is facing 
it or has his hip to it.

2.9  Horses do 
not need to be 
“fearless” if you 
know how to tell 
them that all is 
well, and they are 
safe with you.
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96   |   Essential Horse Speak:  Continuing the Conversation        

Once you insert yourself in the Chessboard, 
remember that the horse knows you are there. You 
don’t need to “get his attention” or tell him.

The Myth of “Getting Their Attention” 
Have you ever noticed that when you are doing 
something in a paddock, like mending fences 
or picking out the run-in shelter, or some other 
time-consuming activity in which you don’t really 
need or want to be helped by horses, it is not uncom-
mon for your horse or horses to line up and watch 
you (fig. 2.10)? Have you ever turned around to grab 
a tool as you work and realized your horse is standing 

right there? Have you ever wondered why the maintenance guy who knows virtually 
nothing about horses can go out and catch the runaway horse in a matter of minutes? 

I wondered. So, I watched. It turns out that the attitude we have when looking 
intent on getting a job done—such as mending a fence, cleaning a run-in, or catch-
ing a horse when you really don’t care—and the attitude a true lead horse has who 
is “securing the environment” for all the other horses in a herd is expressed in a 
similar fashion: it appears as self-driven purpose when moving through Bubbles of 
Personals Space (see p. 69). In other words, when we look like we are desperate for 
attention from our horses, we send an intense message of “Gotcha,” while the atti-
tude of “I’m busy; stay out of my way,” sends the message, “I don’t need or want 

   SKILL-BUILDER 

Chessboard Self-Assessment 
As you walk around the environment, 
pay attention to any of the sensations 
that you feel in your body. For example, 
perhaps, you get “butterflies” in your 
stomach as you approach the wash 
stall—this is good information because 
maybe your horse feels uncertain about 
the wash stall, too.

2.10  When we 
“look busy,” 

horse find us 
interesting. 

Horses that are 
leaders look 

busy when they 
are exploring the 

Chessboard— 
“checking 

fences” while 
looking out for 

the herd.

anything from you, but I am making sure your 

Chessboard is okay.” 
I’ve mentioned before that most training 

systems insist that you have to get and keep a 
horse’s attention. Perhaps this is simply because 
no one until now has been able to outline the 
precise micromovements horses are in fact using 
to demonstrate their focus of attention, as well as 
communicate their subtle Conversations to other 
players on the Chessboard. The Earth-shattering 
news is that you do not, in fact, ever need to force 
your horse’s attention to be upon you. The very 
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2:  Observing the Horse’s Environment and Movement Signals   |   97       

moment you show up, whether you are busy with chores or preparing for a lesson, 
the horse knows you are on the Chessboard and adjusts his own position to reflect 
that. The arrival of a human often changes the very mood of a horse. When you learn 
to see the changes in a horse’s awareness, attention, and communication, you will 
also see him shift and adapt the moment some other human arrives. Many people are 
shocked to realize this. 

Why do we think we have to “get” our horses’ attention even after we enter the 
Chessboard? I think that because we are “eyes in front” hunter types, we recognize 
(and like) the greeting other “eyes-in-front” types give. For example, a dog will bark, 
wag his tail, and run up to you. A cat may meow, come near, rub against your leg, or 
even try to get onto your lap. There is no mistake that a cat knows you are there. Even 
if he chooses to ignore you, you still know about it. 

But horses are “eyes-on-the-side” types. They are prey animals with careful 
approaches, often zigzagging, changing direction, and 
doing little more than showing you one or both shoul-
ders to ensure approach is welcomed. When a prey 
animal walks right up to you, either the animal is very 
secure in himself or he’s very secure with you. 

In addition to orienting their Greeting accord-
ing to the Chessboard and your Bubbles of Personal 
Space, horses need to continue to pay attention to the 
environment. If, for instance, a mountain lion crept 
to the edge of the pasture just as you were going to 
greet your horse, your horse will no longer be paying 
attention to you…he is going to deal with the lion. 
This is how the equine brain is designed—it is nothing 
personal. In fact, communications indicating, “I will 
Scan the Horizon to check for danger” are essential 
messages of protection between horses. The best 
“scanner” holds a higher rank. (See more about Scan 
the Horizon and how we can learn to use it to make the 
horse feel safe with us on p. 98.) 

By adjusting our expectations about what horses 
should look like as they include us on their Chessboards 
(meaning they do not tend to look like dogs, running 

Can Horses “Tune You Out”?
Neuroscience News reported in 2018 that 
research done by Dr. Karen McComb 
demonstrated that horses not only rec-
ognize faces, but they also remember the 
expressions on people’s faces. Dr. Janet 
Jones (author of the book Horse Brain, 
Human Brain) and Dr. Steve Peters are 
both neuroscientists who have worked to 
dispel various myths about horses’ brains 
and how to train them according to their 
brain capability. In his workshops, Dr. 
Peters mentions the “Reticular Activating 
System,” which is a part of the brain that 
is “scanning the environment” for possi-
ble threats. In the horse, it never really 
rests until deep, REM sleep.  

All of this means that the horse’s 
brain is literally incapable of tuning a 
human being out once that human is on 
the Chessboard.

   MYTH-BUSTER 
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98   |   Essential Horse Speak:  Continuing the Conversation        

up to us and wagging a tail), we can have more success 
noticing when they are, in fact, giving us Green Light sig-
nals to approach and be with them, or even requesting to 
connect with us. Remember, horses are never, ever off the 
Chessboard. This would be like taking a fish out of water or a 
bird out of the air. They are a part of the Earth and all that’s 
around them, just as surely. If you want to keep your horse’s 
attention squarely on you, then learn to see the Chessboard 
the way he does. “Playing Chess” means you can “paddle 
downstream”: You do not need to force the horse’s atten-

tion or punish him for getting distracted. You do not need to lure him with food or 
trap him into a corner to create conditions of surrender. Instead, your body language 
and how you use it in relation to the other players on the Chessboard is enough. You 

are enough. You never need a bag, flag, tag, or treat to trick, force, or cajole. You just 
need to learn to read the signs of attention that are already there. 

You are enough.

Making the Chessboard Safe
At first glance, it may seem like “clearing” the Chessboard and setting up a safer 
game for your horse will take massive effort; some people even wonder if it can really 
be done.

Scan the Horizon
This is a term I introduced in my 
first book, indicating the act of a 
horse lifting his head and look-
ing to the distance—essentially 
scanning for danger. 

   BUZZWORDS 

Does Looking Away Mean My 
Horse Is Bored with Me?
Don’t think a horse that looks away 
from you isn’t paying attention to you. 
Learn to see when a horse is looking 
away out of fear, out of concern for 
a real or imagined boogeyman, or 
even just as a sign of respect for your 
Bubble of Personal Space. Some may 
even be offering to Scan the Horizon 

   MYTH-BUSTER 
(see Buzzwords above) as an offer of 
protection to you. Sometimes, horses 
look away just to clear their heads or 
to invite you in: Once you understand 
when a horse looks away as a request 
for “a minute to think,” you will take 
it as a cue to give him the all-import-
ant “soaking moment.” Also note: 
Sometimes a head turn away actu-
ally invites you in closer, like when a 
friend leans away to make space for 
you on a bench. 
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2:  Observing the Horse’s Environment and Movement Signals   |   99       

What I can say is this: I believe that most of the 
“corrective” horsemanship skills that flood the market 
were invented to deal with a horse’s spooky maps of 
the Chessboard. 

The standard approach in horse training today is to 
do things to the horse until he is inclined to stop pan-
icking about the world around him and pay attention to 
you and only you. In my experience, even when these 
techniques are effective, they either simply distract the 
horse from his true inner fears (by replacing them with 
the fear of getting in trouble with you), or in the case of 
positive reinforcement training, the horse may learn to 
see many elements of the Chessboard as possible “pay-
checks” (that is, sources of treats, for example).  

The bottom line? Instead of “making” a horse pay 
attention to us, we can pretty easily become the rea-
son the horse wants to pay attention by becoming the 
key player on the Chessboard—the one who makes it 
safe. In the upcoming chapters, I will provide insights 
and concepts, and teach you skills, that will all lend 
themselves toward working with the horse’s Chess-
board. What I explain to you will allow you to insert 
yourself in the horse’s game in a way that encourages 
him to choose to follow you…because when you show 
up, all is well. 

Learning to Play Chess

Appreciating all pieces of the game can help you gain a deeper understanding of how 
your horse is experiencing the Chessboard. It is also a way to notice if you are having 
certain reactions to elements of the environment that you were not aware of. Remem-
ber you are just information gathering without judgment toward yourself or your horse.

We will explore more explicit ways you can manage your movement on the Chess-
board to optimize your connection with your horse in chapter 7 (p. 250), but now 
consider what the horse’s movement is telling you.

Are Treats Stress-Relievers?
While treat training for engaging on 
the Chessboard does work on some 
levels, it can also build a new stress into 
the horse’s nervous system. Horses by 
nature are designed to seek to gobble up 
high-value food in times of plenty (mid-
summer) and to store fat for lean times 
like midwinter when food is scarce and 
temperatures plummet. Mother Nature 
tells horses to eat as much as they can of 
rich food while it is available. So, deliver-
ing high-value treats can trigger a latent 
“gobble syndrome” and accidently create 
a state of equine anxiety. 

In addition, treat training can create 
a fixation, which can mean making a 
Safety Object or spot a place of deep rest 
and Zero that much more difficult. When 
over-treated, there are no Safety Objects; 
each object is a potential high-value 
food source due to “gobble syndrome.” 
In certain horses, this can trigger other 
underlying anxiety that leaks into the 
horse’s overall sense of well-being. 

   MYTH-BUSTER 
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100   |   Essential Horse Speak:  Continuing the Conversation        

Movement Messages
There are two main types of equine Movement Messages that can be observed on the 

Chessboard. 

•   The first type deals with securing the environment and creating a safe space on 
the Chessboard directly. These messages can be for the individual horse or for 
the horse’s group if the horse is a leader type (figs. 2.11 A & B). They are useful 
for us to observe and identify because then we can learn to give these all-im-
portant messages to horses. 

•   The second type of Movement Messages are those that deal with the inner 
workings of the hierarchy of the herd—whether that herd consists of two 

2.11 A & B  Since horses 
will naturally seek Safety 

Objects, we can work 
with this on purpose and 
turn a previous unpleas-
ant object into a Safety 

Object, as this clinic 
participant is doing with 
the mounting block (A). 
Gates, in the meantime, 
are notorious for being 

spooky places on the 
Chessboard (B). I blow 

Sentry Breath and “claim” 
the gate by touching it. I 
allow the horse to stand 
quietly. Altogether I am 

telling her, “Nothing bad 
will happen here.” (Only a 
moment before, she had 
spooked when asked to 

approach the gate.)

A

B
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2:  Observing the Horse’s Environment and Movement Signals   |   101       

horses in your back yard or multiple horses at a boarding 
barn. These messages are about relationships and have a 
direct impact on moment-to-moment levels of trust and 
respect, which can lead to better overall rapport. Learning 
to model them can therefore improve your own relation-
ship with your horse.

Human beings are designed to be attracted to movement, 
and our ability to hyper-focus reflects this. On the whole, though, 
we pay attention to big movements. Think of how we always 
notice when horses sprint and buck or run a race. Like it or not, 
we tend to only register this high-intensity movement (fig. 2.12). 

This propensity, along with the desire to make horses our 
useful vehicles for thousands of years, has made us neglectful of the more subtle 
movements horses offer as signals. However, the subtle signals are what afford us a 
unique opportunity to craft highly effective and impactful encounters with horses in 
which our body language is enough—big, energetic driving forces, like whips or long 
ropes, are unnecessary. Horse Speak makes the most of the small, quiet signals. 

Sentry Breath
A short forceful snort out at 
something in the environment 
that is of concern. To Mirror 
this behavior, hold your head 
up, look in the direction of the 
area of concern, and blow out 
as if you are blowing out many 
birthday candles (see more 
about this on p. 229). 

   BUZZWORDS 

2.12  Humans are 
good at noticing 
high intensity 
Sports Maneu-
vers, like when 
horses sprint or 
buck or play-
fight, and we 
often miss more 
subtle movement.
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102   |   Essential Horse Speak:  Continuing the Conversation        

It is my sincere opinion that most 
high-intensity training—such as dres-
sage schooling, jumping, cross-country, 
reining—should only be done as an end 
result of a great deal of kind and open 
groundwork, which has instilled in both 
the human and the horse a deep level of 
trust (2.13). When you have laid a proper 
foundation, built on both of you being 
able to find and return to Zero, then, of 
course, the high-intensity work many of 
us enjoy pursuing can be interesting and 
fun for both of you. Your chosen activity 

or sport is then an advancement of a solid baseline of mutual trust and respect, rather 
than struggling to achieve the latter as a result of the first. 

We tend to get this thing I like to call “Task Tunnel Vision.” Remember, you have 
to stay in touch with your sense perceptions and with what you are feeling to better 
assess the messages you horse is trying to give you. Communication is a two-way 
street; listening is part of every Conversation. 

Mirroring
I teach Mirroring as the first and foremost aspect of body language: looking where the 
horse looks, stopping when he stops, and so on. My students are always shocked to 
find that, when they focus on copying every movement that the horse is making, the 
horse is surprisingly doing a lot, all the time (fig. 2.14). I ask them to focus on a single 
body part of the horse for about five minutes; after the time is up, they often say they 
are exhausted by how much the horse is doing, even while simply grazing.

I consider Mirroring the most important stage of learning horse body language. 
This is because small children mirror everyone around them to learn human body 
language and social skills, so our brains actually learned this all-important lesson early. 
However, we then moved on to verbal speech, so we need to have a “homecoming” 
of sorts within ourselves as we return to nature’s way of communicating with the 
other beings in this world. We normally overwhelm whatever a horse is doing and 
have him follow our lead. The best leaders know what it is like to follow. We need to 
step back and learn more practical and empathic relating. 

2.13  If you and 
your horse are 

Zero on the 
inside, then 

you can have 
more fun on the 

outside because 
of the rapport 
you have built 

together.
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2:  Observing the Horse’s Environment and Movement Signals   |   103       

   SKILL-BUILDER 

Practice Movements That 
Create a Safe Space 
1   Pick three things that you will take 

your horse to investigate—for exam-
ple, the wall of the indoor arena, a 
wheelbarrow, and a tree. 

2   With your horse in hand, point to the 
first object you are planning to go 
to, and when you approach it, touch 
it first and act as if that object is the 
most interesting thing you have  
ever seen. 

3   Repeat with the next two objects. The 
goal is to be the horse’s mentor and 
inspire him to check out the object, 
too—after you do. 

4   If you have an enclosed space where 
it is safe to allow two or three horses 
loose, just watch and observe how 
the horse’s move and problem-solve 
in the new environment. Everything 
they do is saying something. 

5   I would recommend either taking 
photos or video so you can revisit  
the experience and perhaps watch it 
in slow motion.

2.14  I invite 
you to practice 
Mirroring to 
learn about 
your horse’s 
rhythm, feel, 
and timing.
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104   |   Essential Horse Speak:  Continuing the Conversation        

Mirroring Practice

1  Find a comfortable spot outside of whatever enclosure your horse is in—his stall, 
paddock, pasture, or round pen, for example.

2  Go to Zero.

3  Do not try to influence the horse in any way.

4  Remember, the little signals and nuances actually carry big meaning. It is the little 
nuances that create maximum effect with minimal effort. Watch for them. Study-
ing little nuances is a huge gain for human beings; you can then memorize and 
“keep up” with the horse’s state changes (see p. 86).

5  Activate your peripheral vision and try to see the horse from nose to tail. (Please 
keep in mind that observation does take practice; allow yourself space to learn.)

6  Then, begin to focus in on one part—say, facial expressions, or the position of one 
front foot—but do not lose sight completely of the rest of the horse.

7  Mirror the signals externally by moving along with the horse, as well as internally, 
by doing it in your mind. Both have value.

8  Eventually, attempt to “take in” the Movement 
Messages of a few horses at a time, and see all 
of them nose to tail, Mirroring their signals. 

Mirroring is an essential step to developing 

your natural inclination for your subconscious mind 
to memorize equine body language. I am teaching 
you the cognitive pieces of Horse Speak, but you 
have to teach your body to get to the point where 
the postures, signals, and gestures become second 
nature, and you will no longer have to think—you 
can just be with the horse and be fluid. Luckily, like 
when driving a car, the brain likes to memorize all 
the data, then switch off and run on automatic. 
There will come a time, where someone will 
come to visit your horse and comment that your 

   SKILL-BUILDER 

Mirroring Self-Awareness 
Notice any sensations in your body 
while you are Mirroring your horse. If 
you are focusing on his face, be aware of 
the feeling in your own face. If you are 
Mirroring your horse’s breath, see if you 
have you started to breathe in the same 
cadence as the horse. It can be helpful 
to record your Horse Speak journey in 
a notebook to track your progress. As 
with other areas of observation, you 
may also want to take pictures, video, or 
sketch what you see.
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relationship looks like “movie magic”— and you will have forgotten you were even 
doing anything at all. 

Copycat
At first what I call Copycat should be done at a distance. Here you offer the horse a 
gesture and watch to see if the horse copies you on some level. This is based on a 
similar exchange horses use with each other to determine who will lead and who will 
follow. If, for example, you lift your right leg to see if the horse will copy you, you may 
be watching his right front leg, but the key is to notice any movement—an ear, eye, 
flinch of the skin, or swish of the tail (fig. 2.15). Any movement, however subtle, is a re-
ply to your suggestion. Sometimes we think we are being totally clear, but our X is too 
weak, or our O is too strong, or our Core Energy is pointed in the wrong direction. The 
horse may be answering the real question your body is asking, not the question you 
thought you were. Have a sense of humor about it and have some fun. Horses have 
both a sense of curiosity and humor. Go ahead and laugh. 

2.15  In Copycat, 
I ask for just one 
thing, wait to get 
a response, and 
stay Zero.
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H orses are always watching. They are aware of the smallest details of their 
environment, and they are aware of what your body language is saying as you 

approach them. Every second you are near a horse is an opportunity for communicat-
ing. The fact is you have the potential to inspire your horse to want to be with you. You 
can achieve a powerful end result, within a reasonable amount of time, without raising 
any dust at all. Unless you’re an “action junkie,” why wouldn’t you be interested in a 
fast-acting, high-potency, maximum impact with minimal effort strategy? 

As we’ve explored in this book, Horse Speak offers us the possibility of beginning 
a Conversation from a place of introduction and then continuing with negotiations at 
a slow, steady pace that is mutually beneficial. 

I was taught that you have to go get your horse, then get to the arena or round 
pen, and then the work begins. Now that I know Horse Speak, I can achieve amaz-
ing connection or work on resolving a horse’s issues without needing to touch him. 
I know this may seem outlandish or overwhelming at first, but the power of being 
able to communicate from a distance means that horses begin talking to you the 
moment they see you—once they understand that you can, in fact, talk to them in 
their language. You do not need to do anything special to get and keep your horse’s 
attention—you are interesting because you can talk!

I mentioned earlier in this book that talking 
over a barrier helps reduce risk and gives you an 
opportunity for better risk assessment. When 
we put a halter and lead rope on a horse, and 
only then begin to realize what the horse is feel-
ing or thinking, we are stuck with dealing with 
whatever the situation might be in a way that 
might not be safe. Communicating first over a 
barrier—a fence line or stall door, for example—
allows us time to find our Zero, and offer this to 
the horse as well (fig. 6.1).

When your horse lives in a large pasture and 
a smaller enclosure isn’t available, the same effect 
can be accomplished by determining a set distance 
that is close enough for you to see each other, 
but not so close that your presence demands that 

6.1  You can start your Conversation with a 
horse over a fence. One of the most fascinat-
ing things about Horse Speak is you do not 
have to touch a horse to talk with him.
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the horse interact. Place a Safety Object in the field to use as a psychological barrier 
between you both. You can even lean on it to signal you want to have a calm safe 
place where you can begin a Conversation.

 
Introducing the Figure-Eight Hold Hand

There are a number of things we can do to prepare our horses to be with us. One is to 
offer enrichment, which I first touched upon in chapter 1 (p. 81). Luckily, there is a very 
simple but potentially powerful way to offer enrichment to your horse, and you can 
do it from over the fence or outside the stall. It is called the Figure-Eight Hold Hand. I 
stumbled upon this when observing elder Mentor horses who ambled around horse 
rescues, making stops by the paddocks that housed troubled horses. The Mentors 
would adopt certain “Hold” postures, and the horses on the other side of the fence 
would become calm. 

How to Do the Figure-Eight Hold Hand
As you prepare to move around the world with your horse, offering Figure-Eight Hold 
Hand is one of the best ways to Check-In with the horse’s entire body first (fig. 6.2). It 
is important to be aware of your Core Energy during this practice. You do not want to 
accidently drive your horse; you are offering a gentle gesture to say, “I see you; I see 
all of you.”

6.2  Stand in one place 
on the other side of a 

barrier and imagine your 
palm can “see” every 

Button. Move your hand 
from one Button to the 

next, and then swoop 
back again, making 

a sort of figure-eight 
pattern. This is saying to 

the horse, “I see you.”
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1 Stand by the horse’s shoulder and aim your palm at the Cheek Button.

2  In one fluid motion, move the palm to the horse’s Mid-Neck Button, then the 
Shoulder Button, the Back-Up Button, the Girth Button, the Jump-Up Button, the 
Yield-Over Button, and finally, the Hip Button and Sit Button (figs. 6.3 A–D). You 
may want to linger at either the Hip or Sit Buttons, depending on which message 
your horse seems to prefer at that moment. 

3  Swoop back toward the front again, passing over the Grooming Button at the 
withers, Follow Me, and Friendly. Just aim for the general area each Button is in, 
and linger a moment. If you notice that the horse turns to aim a certain Button to 
your hand, or he “twiggles” (twitch-wiggles) his skin when you breeze by a But-
ton, he is drawing your attention to something specific.

4  When you complete the figure-eight pattern, sigh out loud and relax your hand. 
Notice how you feel. See what happens with your horse. Look for a subtle wiggle 
of flesh or a breath in or out. Look for tension or release. You may see many things, 
or nothing at all—but the horse will respond in some way. Allow him to have a 
moment to process (take that all-important step out of the front Quadrant of his 
Bubble that we discussed in chapter 5—p. 207), and then move to his other side 
and repeat the process. (In fact, many horses will yield their heads and necks away 
following Figure-Eight Hold Hand, which indicates they want you to switch sides.)

5  After doing both sides, the horse may go into a deep reverie, disappearing into his 
own world. This is particularly good. It means he feels “heard” and will now feel 
safe to release any “unfinished business.” A horse who is processing like this is 

using the Gone phase to pause and recapitulate his experience. You will see him 
pass the information all the way through his body—each Button needs to “feel” 
the information. If he gets “stuck” in a Button, offer a breath or Hold Hand in that 
area, or stretch in some way, like nodding your head or touching your toes. Once 
the horse has passed the information all the way from his head to his hind end, he 
will experience some movement in the tail or pelvis, often followed by coming out 
of the reverie and wanting to move. Pay close attention to this processing. Note 
that at this moment a horse who has an undiscovered source of discomfort, such 
as ulcers, tooth pain, or hoof pain may try to display the hurting body part to you. I 
have found that once emotional release is provided by the Figure-Eight Hold Hand, 
many horses try to get help for their physical problems. 
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Horses don’t want to hang on to old baggage. They want Zero. When you learn 
how to help them process, as well as add enrichment to their lives with Conversa-
tions like Figure-Eight Hold Hand, they begin to blossom into the best versions of 
themselves.

Enrichment on the Chessboard: Movement and Navigation 

In chapter 2 I introduced the horse’s surroundings as a Chessboard, with all his move-
ments strategically related to the elements on the board with him at any one time 
(see p. 89). We learned to observe certain aspects of life on a Chessboard to help 
us better appreciate a horse’s choices and behavior. Now, with the skills we’ve built 

6.3 A–D  Figure-Eight Hold Hand, sweeping over the Buttons—very close to the horse, 
but not touching (A). This mare suggests that the Buddy-Up message at her Grooming 
Button is her “sweet spot” where her handler should linger (B), and notice the change 
in her eye as she processes (C). She seems to need her handler as her compassion-
ate witness. Once she “shakes it off” after processing, the mare welcomes some soft 
touching at the Grooming Button (D). 

A B

C D
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between chapter 2 and now, let’s consider how we 
can move and navigate with our horses in a way that 
is conscious of the rules of the game.

Thresholds: Physical and Psychological
For horses, a Threshold is the point or level at which 
something begins or changes (fig. 6.4). Physical 

Thresholds—tree lines, riverbeds, caves—pose po-
tential danger simply because, in nature, this is where 
predators lurk. 

Psychological Thresholds represent levels of 
requests you may ask of a horse—a mental Threshold 
is confronted whenever the horse feels he is reaching 
a deeper layer of having to trust in your judgement or 
overcome old conditioning that may have forced him 

   SKILL-BUILDER 

Recognizing When Figure-Eight 
Hold Hand Goes Deep  
When the Figure-Eight Hold Hand gives a 
horse the space to process, he may go into 
his own inner world. He may flutter his eyes, 
shiver, shake, tremble, and even occasion-
ally lie down. For some horses, this message 
is very, very deep and important. I have 
witnessed a few dozen horses seem to go 
through what looked like a “trauma release” 
due to the level and severity of shaking they 
experienced. I have even seen horses appear 
to “pass out,” and when they rose again to 
their feet, some needed to be escorted back 
to their stalls or paddocks to have a “timeout.” 
However, within the same day, each and 
every horse who displayed this level of release 

appeared truly transformed afterward. Many 
had bright, happy expressions; some whin-
nied when we came back to check on them; 
some ran to their owners with pricked ears. 
These transformations were dramatic and 
each one was inspired from simply doing the 
Figure-Eight Hold Hand to say, “I see you.” 

It is important to understand that horses 
who slip into this kind of deep process are 
not necessarily dealing with some sort of 
trauma. I’ve seen plenty of plain old “lesson 
horses” slip into a deep process and come 
back a few minutes later, acting friendly and 
happy. Note: I do feel that when a horse 
experiences deep process it is wise to let him 
have the rest of the day off to completely 
unwind and reap the benefits of the release. 
You will find him refreshed and ready to 
engage tomorrow. 

6.4  For horses, the Threshold of the barn door 
is both physical and psychological. The light 
changes dramatically from outside to inside, and 
their eyes need several minutes to adjust. This 
can cause them to become very worried because 
if they cannot see that well, they are vulnerable to 
predators. Their instinct forbids them from ever 
letting go of the fact that they are prey animals. 
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into things. For example, your horse may be okay walking and trotting under saddle, 
but cantering creates panic. When you ask your horse for something and he pauses 
and maybe looks like there is a boogeyman, he is saying there is a Psychological 
Threshold that makes him nervous. 

In cases of trauma, horses may rapidly escalate to acting out when they hit a 

mental Threshold. Reading the signs of, “I need a minute,” is essential in avoiding a 
meltdown. Pausing until the horse is ready is the safest and surest way to allow him to 
get ready to “jump into the pool.” Think of how you may want to jump into a pool on 
a hot day, but you also know how the shock of cold water will feel, so you have to psy-
che yourself up a bit to do it. This is similar to a horse facing a Psychological Threshold 
related to something you are asking of him (fig. 6.5). 

Practice Thresholds
By setting up controlled Thresholds, you can work with a particular horse’s concerns, 
fears, or confusions. The Threshold represents a change of the Chessboard. By design-
ing patterns and courses to work through with your horse, you can help allay his 

6.5  Laura 
pauses as she 
introduces the 

brush because it 
is a Psycholog-

ical Threshold 
for this horse. 
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   SKILL-BUILDER 

Thresholds and “Blowing Away 
the Boogeyman”  
A horse will blow or snort forcefully at 
something in the environment that is of 
concern. As you learned in earlier chapters, 
you can calm him by Mirroring this short, 
forceful breath out with what I call Sentry 
Breath or  “blowing away the boogeyman.”
When you answer a horse that is confront-
ing a Physical or Psychological Threshold 
with a Sentry Breath, you are literally sug-
gesting that your horse take a minute and 
get ready. You are saying, “I get it. I see your 
internal boogeyman right now. I also believe 
in you and think you will be safe doing 
what I ask.” Use Sentry Breath consistently 
until it becomes a habit. Here’s how:

1   Mirror the horse by holding your head 
up, looking in the direction he is.

2   Blow out audibly and forcefully, as if you 
are blowing out many birthday candles 
on a cake.

3   Give the “All’s clear!” message by aim-
ing your palm down (which says “Calm 
down”) and breathing a soft sigh out. You 
can add other signals, like licking and 
chewing or blinking, or swish your “tail” 
(your hand by your thigh) to say, “We are 
all done with that boogeyman now.” 

Most horses are grateful when you blow 
Sentry Breath. They begin to trust you more 
and more, and will have fewer boogeymen. 
However, if you have a young green horse, 
a Joker, or an Outgoing Energy Type, you 

may find your horse trying to turn this into 
a game, like “The Boy Who Cried Wolf.” If 
this happens, use your “tail swish” and then 
redirect the horse’s focus onto something 
else. I also sometimes find that touching the 
Follow Me Button can help Hesitant horses 
trust you more when it seems that they are 
on constant alert, regardless of you being 
their Sentry. In this case, you may need to 
create more Safety Objects.

6.6 A & B  Sometimes horses need you to 
protect their front and have their back. I 
put a Hold Hand toward what’s behind this 
mare (A), then “blow away the boogey-
man” with her (B). She needed both 
messages, at the back and the front, to 
really trust me. 

A

B
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concerns about changing environments and 
prove to him that you will always watch for 
boogeymen at Thresholds (figs. 6.7 A & B). 

Working with Physical Thresholds in this 
way can help a horse with his Psychological 
Thresholds, as well. On simple terms, this 
can mean that lingering at the “scary gate” 
while the horse is in hand, and going in and 
out of it several times in a row, can also help 
the horse under saddle, simply because you 
are instilling a good work ethic. The key is 
to construct a safe, controlled environment, 
talk to the horse’s Buttons, and always have 
in mind the horse’s values, Energy Type, 
and Role in the Herd. Manage your intensity 

levels wisely by demonstrating your X and O postures as needed, and use the Hold 
Hand to send soothing and supportive messagesfor example, Hold Hand to Hip But-
ton (“I’ve got your back”) or Hold Hand to Follow Me (“Relax and come forward”).

Managing Your Core Energy and Thresholds

Pay close attention to your Core Energy when working with a horse’s Thresholds. 
Even a Stoic horse is sensitive to your Core Energy. Sometimes when it seems like 
you’re getting a strange response from a horse, the answer is simply that your Core 
Energy is angled slightly at him or too close to him. There are some horses who are 
so sensitive to this that they are very perceptive to you having “opened” or “shut the 
door,” by accidently aiming your Core Energy into their path of movement. Imagine 
that there’s a flashlight attached to your belly button—the path of imaginary light can 
help you understand what your horse is feeling. (I have known more than one person 

6.7 A & B  Thresholds are psychological and 
physical barriers between one Chessboard 
and another. Take time to make sure your 
horse is with you at every Threshold. Here, I 
look for the boogeyman down the aisle with 
him (A). My O posture, palm down on the lead 
rope, and the focus of my Core Energy help 
him Navigate the Threshold (B).

A

B
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who attached a small flashlight to their belt buckle…and found it quite illuminating!)
My goal with Horse Speak is to be able to move around the world with my horse 

paying attention to my subtle gestures, postures, and signals. There are moments, 
especially when working with Thresholds, when you may need to increase the inten-
stity for a second and then go back to Zero. You can increase your X by adding your 
feet to it. A stomp, or a clear, solid step into the horse’s Bubble “ups the ante.” You 
can also add a strong out-breath, like martial artists use in their practice. All these 
messages together are “louder” than just making your hands or posture more dra-
matic. In some cases, adding a stick or even a stick with a bag on it, makes it easier for 
an O person to find her X, or for an Outgoing or Stoic horse to believe your X. 

Practice moving around your horse while conscious of your Core Energy, its 
source, where it is aiming, and its intensity level (fig. 6.8).

Out the Stall Door and Through the Gate 

The easiest way I have found to work out worries about Thresholds with a horse is to 
use the stall door as an impactful opportunity to practice moving across a Threshold 
together. I use X, O, Core Energy, Matching Steps, Fun with Feet, and clear gestures to 
contain the horse’s forward and backward movement until he can come out of (or go 
back into) the stall with more Zero. When you do not have a stall, then a gate of any 
kind can serve the same function as a part of the Chessboard to be managed: Practice 
opening and closing the gate in hand, moving through it at Zero. So often I see people 

6.8  When talking 
to the Buttons, 
your Core Energy 
plays a role in the 
level of intensity 
or “believability” 
of your message. 
As I Activate the 
Cheek Button 
here, you can 
see how I have 
focused my Core 
Energy in the 
direction I wish 
the horse to yield 
his head.
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allowing horses to rush out of their stalls or through gates, just being mindless about 
it. I look at every door and gate and see hundreds of potential Conversations I can 
have with my horse, and useful skill-building opportunities for both of us.

In working the Chessboard in this way, there are a few general “rules” that horses 
use that will help you have a successful Conversation when using the stall or gate as a 
practice Threshold: 

1  Secure the Environment: The leader sniffs the perimeter to test for safety or dan-
ger (remember you are looking for bees and gopher holes). The follower horses 
sniff second, if at all. This means you must touch the walls of the stall, the gate, 
and the fence line first.

2  Scan the Horizon: The leader will stand still, and stare off into the distance, demon-
strating watchfulness.

3  Sentry Breath: If there is any lurking risk, blow one single, strong, outward breath. 
(This can vary from fairly quiet to very loud.)

4  Create Safety Objects: Make a Safety Object by relaxing at a specific item, such as a 
post, rock, tree, or even the mounting block will do. You are saying, “This is a nice 
place to rest, you are safe here.” 

5  Problem-Solve the Chessboard: Once all is established as secure, you can begin to 
work out the angles, corners, and any weird objects that are on the Chessboard. 
When you watch horses doing this, frequently they will spend time getting “stuck” 
in corners or knocking things over. This step determines how horses Navigate 
around not only the Chessboard, but each other. Thus, both Negotiation and Navi-
gation are actively taking place (see p. 89). 

As we already discussed, using the stall as a micro-space to begin really good com-
munication is very effective (see p. 233). It can give you the ability to start your day 
with your horse in a much better state, having already worked through a whole cadre 
of protocols that set the horse up to be happy and invested in the activities you want 
to do with him. Not only that, but you can arrive at this “happy place” in a matter of 
minutes. Even if a horse does not like confinement and wants to get out of his stall 
in a hurry, or if he seems distracted or even grumpy, you still can arm yourself with a 
host of useful information that can help you alleviate some of his anxiety and frustra-
tion and get in line with you. 
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DIFFICULT TO MOUNT

Use: What I call “kill the mounting block” works 
here. Nine times out of ten problems at the 
mounting block are related to internal ner-
vousness that we bring to the mounting block, 
possibly on a total unconscious level. Our brain 
could be worried about slipping and falling, or 
the darn box could be unstable. Either way, 
stomp on it, and get up and down it several 
times like you are “King of the Hill,” before 
working on how your horse stands next to it. 
Use the Therapy Back-Up to allow the horse to 
release any stored tension. You want to turn the 
mounting block into a Safety Object. I recom-
mend getting on and off your horse three times 
in a row. In one case, I had a student get on and 
off over 20 times until both she and the horse 
felt they had “mastered” mounting. 

DIFFICULTY CHANGING DIRECTION 

Use: When on the ground, use the Cheek and 
Mid-Neck Buttons with one hand and aim your 
other hand out in front. The lead hand sends 
a directional message while the other gives a 
controlled yield message. You have two hands, 
so use them both when communicating with 

your horse. When changing direction toward 
you, use Turn the Key, Come to Me and back 
away in O posture, or just back away in O pos-
ture to beckon the horse to you. Lift your lead 
hand higher to encourage the horse to have a 
sharper swivel in his pivot; keep it low when you 
want him to do a low “come around” move-
ment. Use your Core Energy to “open” and 
“close” the door of the horse’s Core Energy 
(in his chest). Look over your outside shoulder 
while turning to ask the horse to “flip” his hip 
and give a sharp pivot. This also moves your 
Core Energy off the horse when done right. 

Use the Horse Hug to ask the horse’s head 
to come toward you, offer your other hand for 
him to sniff or even lick. Allow the horse to shift 
away if he gets worried but encourage him to 
Linger Longer. 

DIFFICULTY WITH FLY SPRAY

Use:  “Kill” the spray bottle to start. Get an old 
used one that is empty and have a nice after-
noon stepping on it in front of your horse. 

My friend did this with her donkey who 
had never been sprayed with fly repellent her 
whole life due to her panicky reactions. My 
friend left the spray bottle in the donkey’s 

*Issues listed in alphabetical order.

How to Fix...
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Dictionary of  
Conversations

pen. When she came out later, the donkey 
went over to the bottle, pinned her ears, and 
squashed it with her hooves. Later my friend 
used a little treat training to help the donkey 
not slip into Red Zone so fast. She just exposed 
her to the bottle, gave her a treat, and then 
left. Next, she sprayed the Chessboard with 
the fly spray while the donkey followed on a 
lead rope. Then she sprayed only the donkey’s 
front hooves. The following day, she sprayed 
the donkey’s hooves, legs, and chest. By the 
end of the week, she could spray everything 
but the donkey’s head.  

DIFFICULTY SADDLING AND  
GIRTHING 

Use: Incorporate the saddle in the Introduc-
tion stage. Greet the horse with the saddle 
and watch his expressions. Go away and come 
back with the saddle as many times as it takes 
for the horse to offer some sort of Green 
Light. Spend a whole afternoon getting Green 
Lights related to the pad, the saddle, and the 
girth. Keep your Core Energy off. If you get a 
Green Light, swing the saddle on and off the 
horse several times in a row before moving on 
to the girth. 

Use the Negotiation stage with the girth. 
Lift the girth three times in a row with Hot 
Potato Releases. When you finally start to 
tighten it, breathe out as you do it up. We so 
often hold our breath around horses! Breath-
ing out says, “Nothing wrong here.” Do not 
expect a horse to ever really “like” girthing. 
Find a way to add enrichment to all tasks that 
are uncomfortable, like this one. 

DIFFICULTY STANDING FOR  
FARRIER 

Use: Enrichment! Add enrichment to the 
horse’s daily routine by stroking his legs 
downward and slowly. Do not ask the horse 
to lift a leg until he is in an O posture. Then 
lift a leg and make little circles with it and put 
it down again. Repeat. Finally, pick out the 
hooves. Do this for a week before the farrier 
arrives. Consider allowing the horse to nibble 
hay while the farrier works, until you can wean 
him off the food reward. Any horse I have 
every rehabbed for this issue has responded 
well to this protocol. 

DIFFICULTY STAYING FOCUSED

Use: Observation to ask, what does the horse 
truly need? What questions is he asking? If you 
are not sure, ask yourself, “If I did know, what 
would my best hunch be?” 

Mirroring helps in this scenario: When you Mir-
ror a horse, you let go of your agenda and help 
him realize you are seeking to be in harmony 
with him. This helps many Hesitant, nervous 
horses, as well as high-intensity horses, to 
start to key in to your body language. The 
secret is to offer him a slower, lower posture 
than the one he is in. For focus, you are aiming 
for Zero.

For the spooky horse: IINN, Four Gs to deepen 
trust and rapport, and then blow Sentry 
Breath. Secure the Environment; do X for 
the horse (yell at a tree, toss a stone); try 
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Hold Hand toward the Hip Button; be clear 
with X, O, and Core Energy. Use eye-blinking, 
head-nodding, lip-wiggling, and breathing out 
(all signals of letting go of stress, fear, and 
worries), while forging connection with you. 

For the distracted horse: This horse needs very 
clear IINN with a good grasp of the Four Gs, 
and also usually needs more time to process. 
Offer to touch objects and create safe spaces 
and places. Ring of Cones makes a smaller 
Chessboard to manage. Aim an X message in 
the air near the horse’s eyes, then a strong 
O message downward (bring your attention 
back to the ground). Aw-Shucks messages 
lower intensity. Lots of Therapy Back-Up and 
Dancer’s Arms change the focus to suppling 
and helping the horse feel good in his body. A 
balanced body helps create a balanced mind/
emotional state and better focus. Rock the 
Baby everywhere.  Cupping or stroking the 
neck lowers stress or excitement levels and 
helps you aim for Zero. Occasionally, increase 
the intensity and create faster movement 
for a few minutes, then go back to Zero.  

FEAR OF PHYSICAL THRESHOLDS

Use: Offer a good Initiation and Introduction 
cycle. Use the Four Gs a few times in a row 
to make sure you can Greet on some level, 
have a good Cheek Button Conversation, 
and can move down the Buttons of Respect 
(Cheek, Mid-Neck, Shoulder). Practice Ther-
apy Back-Up, managing your Core Energy as 
well as being very clear with X and O. Use your 
Core Energy to “open” and “close” the door in 

front of the horse by swiveling toward him to 
ask for a sudden Therapy Back-Up every sec-
ond or third step forward. Use Matching Steps 
to pace your feet and gain rhythmic move-
ment together. Activate the Girth Button to 
“micro-longe” the horse around you, making 
sure he is yielding and bending through the 
Girth Button as he circles. Step up, halt, back 
up, halt, go around, halt, back up, halt, step 
up—repeat this series until you can manage 
the horse’s steps when physically maneuver-
ing over, around, and through Thresholds. 

Audibly sigh and give the horse space as a 
reward. See if the horse likes long, downward 
stroking of the neck. Occasionally, horses with 
these issues like their eyelids stroked very 
lightly, creating a sensation like their mother’s 
tail would have.  

When leading: Try lifting your lead hand higher 
or moving it out farther away from your body, 
as you would when dancing with someone. 
Changing the angle or height of the lead hand 
sends a different balancing message to the 
horse. Some prefer it higher, lower, or farther 
away so they can shift their balance through a 
Threshold or in a sharp turn, like moving into a 
stall or through a paddock gate. Try arranging 
yourself to allow the horse to move through 
the Threshold while you stand still and send 
them through. You need to be able to tell the 
Buttons to move and also to ask the horse to 
turn back and face you once through the gate. 

When riding: Make sure you have had suc-
cess with the messages I just outlined on the 
ground. Use the same concepts when you 
are on the horse’s back. Gain good control 
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of a single step forward or backward from 
the saddle. This keeps the horse “talking” 
instead of “guessing.” Use Safety Objects in 
a line to travel along or in a big circle to Nav-
igate around. This makes the Chessboard 
smaller and less overwhelming, and it helps 
you be pinpoint the little things the horse has 
questions about. Learn to create predictable 
Safety Objects at Thresholds. Allow the horse 
to rest near the object or invite him to touch 
it with you. Once you have confirmed a Safety 
Object, the horse can touch it without you, 
because you have “given” it to him as a place 
to feel safe. 

FEAR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL  
THRESHOLDS

Use: The physical maneuvering activities 
from Fear of Physical Thresholds (p. 227) 
help in this scenario, as well. Include psycho-
logical guides to Zero: Pay strict attention 
to rhythms of breathing and eye-blinking; 
release the horse’s neck and poll by nodding 
your own head “Yes” and “No”; and offer lots 
of Aw-Shucks to lower the intensity. If the 
horse has too much X, adjust your expecta-
tions. Make sure your footstep messages are 
grounded and consistent! Use a Safety Object, 
blow away the boogeyman with Sentry Breath 
(followed by a strong “All’s clear,” pointing 
to the ground and breathing a soft sigh), and 
Secure the Environment by touching things as 
you move with the horse before he does. If 
you let your horse touch things first, he thinks 
he has to protect you and himself. You must 
convince him you are the Protector. Once you 

have established safe places to be and objects 
to touch, the horse may seek to be in those 
places and touch those objects on his own. 

Psychological Thresholds need more time for 
processing. Do something three times and 
then put your horse away or turn him out to 
soak on the lesson. 

As with everything, make sure your Initi-
ation, Introduction, and Negotiation stages 
are decent. They set you up for next-level Nav-
igation, which includes problem-solving the 
Chessboard with you. If the first three cycles 
are sloppy, then the horse is not really ready 
to problem-solve with you. (This applies to 
both on-the-ground and riding situations.) 

When riding: Focus on the comfort of the 
horse’s shoulders and his ability to lift his front 
feet one at a time. Make sure your knees fol-
low the rhythm of the shoulders and are not 
clamping down. When in the saddle, your 
knees are almost directly in alignment with the 
horse’s shoulder joints, and stiffness here is a 
common complaint horses have. Use a single 
step forward, halt, and step backward to get 
a better Conversation going rather than forc-
ing them to take several steps or go forward 
blindly when a psychological Threshold seems 
to be an issue. Horses use single footsteps in 
both the Negotiation of trust, respect, and 
hierarchy, and Navigational problem-solving. 
Add as much enrichment to troubleshooting 
psychological Thresholds as you can. 
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